WeatherBond
Powerblanket Lite
Precautions


Never roll up the product. When folding, avoid creasing and crumpling
by following the folding instructions provided by the manufacturer.
Never fold hot-to-hot.



Inspect your Powerblanket for rips, tears, or holes of any kind and
inspect the power supply cord for damage before and after every use.
Do not apply power to any damaged unit.



When in use, the product may be placed over warning labels or
instructions on other products. Powerblanket warnings and instructions
provided only relate to the Powerblanket and should not be used as a
substitute for any warnings or instructions on other products used with
the blanket.



Always use a ground fault protection device when using your
Powerblanket.



Never connect to a higher voltage power supply than what is listed on
the cord tag.



Never use ungrounded, worn, or damaged extension cords.



Do not submerge in liquids.



Never pull, drag, or lift by the power cord.



Never connect to power when folded.



Do not place additional covers or insulation over the Powerblanket.



Do not place heavy objects or walk on the Powerblanket.

Tank not included

Overview
Powerblanket Lite cylinder heaters optimize container pressure and increase
cylinder efficiency. Powerblanket delivers a barrier of evenly distributed
heat to maintain optimal temperatures and improve material yield in cold
temperatures. The innovative heat spreading technology insulates, protects,
and maintains heat.

Features and Beneﬁts


Heats cylinder to a preset 90°F (+/-10°)



Provides an insulated full-wrap design



Increases ﬂow rate performance and efficiency of adhesive cylinders



Saves money by optimizing material usage



Easy to use



Certiﬁed to UL/CSA/CE standards

Typical Properties and Characteristics

Usage

Temperature Control

Internal Preset

Product Temperature

90°F (+/-10°)

Voltage

120V



Be sure the work area is free of sharp objects that may puncture or tear
the Powerblanket.

Amps

1.00



Make sure the side with straps is facing away from the surface
requiring heat.

Weight

1.8 lbs



Be sure to follow product-speciﬁc temperature speciﬁcations. The
Powerblanket is to be used to maintain cylinder warmth to improve
spray efficiency and is not meant to alter application temperature limits.

Blanket Dimensions

46"L x 11.25"H

Cylinder Dimensions

12.5"D x 18"H

Packaging Size

27" x 13" x 6"

Packaging Weight

3 lbs

Part Number

334961



For storage, remove all debris that may pierce the outer shell. If
possible, avoid folding the product. If folding is necessary, avoid
creasing and crumpling and follow the folding instructions provided by
the manufacturer. Never fold the blanket hot-to-hot and never roll up
the product.

*Product will ﬁt both standard #40 and #85 cylinders. For more coverage, two units can be placed
on #85 cylinders.
Typical properties and characteristics are based on samples tested and are not guaranteed for all
samples of this product. This data and information is intended as a guide and does not reﬂect the
speciﬁcation range for any particular property of this product.
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